
Redmond Udder Mud is a 100% natural clay rub with mint and tea tree oil that 
can draw heat and swelling out of the udder while increasing circulation to 
promote healing. Udder Rub is a rub, not a lotion - smear a generous amount on 
the a�ected area and repeat after each milking. Whether your approach is 
organic or conventional, Udder Mud can help you get back to what you love 
about raising animals instead of worrying about their health.

Natural Mastitis Treatment
Redmond Udder Mud reduces swelling, relieves 
discomfort, and inhibits infection for all lactating 
animals.

Purified Water

Bentonite Clay

Peppermint Essential Oil

Menthol

Unrefined Salt

Tea Tree Oil

Ready and Easy to Use
Udder Mud is a pre-hydrated clay paste that rubs 
on easily and stays where you have applied it.

Versatile for Joint Relief
Our concentrated formula includes mint, tea tree 
oil, and menthol; 3 ingredients that can assist with 
sore joints and hocks.

Binds to Toxins
The bentonite (montmorillonite) clay in Udder 
Mud, naturally binds to toxins to promote healing 
and provide relief. 

Ideal for Traditional + Organic Herds
For traditional operations, Udder Mud is the perfect 
tool to use in conjunction with veterinarian directed 
antibiotic therapy. Redmond’s soothing rub can 
provide quick relief as the antibiotics begin to work.

Nature has it right™Available in 16 oz. Tube,
or 1 Gallon Bucket

Udder Mud

Ingredients:

For all classes of
lactating animals

dairy cows

sheep

goats

CASE OF 12 TUBES
PN #   602506
UPC    758364602506

INDIVIDUAL BUCKET
PN #   602506
UPC    758364602506



Udder Mud pulls the edema out faster than anything I 
have ever used. Udder Mud is darker in color when you 

rub it on so you can see where you have applied it.”
- Rick T.

Udder Mud rubs on well and does not fall o� the udder as 
some other products. It then clear up much quicker than 
other products that I have used. Udder Mud pulls down 
the swelling very fast on fresh cows.”
- Larry E.

Udder Mud is easier to apply than the leading product that I had been 
using. It also stays on the udder better.
- Brad M.

Love, love, love it! Have used udder mud for 2 years on my jerseys. 
Does a great job on the occasional owies. We use on the teats after 

milking. Particularly helpful in the winter. Also use on those areas that 
tend to be problematic in the between the quarters on big udders.

- Laurie N.
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